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Abstract: Holographic metrology, unlike most other applications of holography, has always thrived and 

continues to thrive by continuously incorporating new supporting technologies that make it more 

powerful and useful. Successes, failures, lives, and deaths are examined and recognized as 

evolutionary steps that position the field where opportunities are as great and as many as ever. 

This is a story of that evolution. Comparisons and analogies with other applications of 

holography such as data storage, archiving, the arts, entertainment, advertising, and security and 

their evolution are interesting.  Critical events, successes, mistakes, and coincidences represent 

milestones of abandonment or failure to deliver in many holography communities that followed 

a different evolutionary path. Events and new technical developments continue to emerge in 

supporting fields that can revive and expand all holography applications. New opportunities are 

described with encouragement to act on them and take some risks. Don’t wait until all of the 

required technology and hardware are available, because good scientists always act before then.  

The paper is about “making holography great again” and your opportunity to be a part of the 

upcoming revolution. Although the discussion focuses on holographic metrology, the same 

principles should apply to other holography communities. 

1. Introduction 

This is a story about successes, failures, and evolution in the field of holography, primarily holographic metrology. 

The main message intended here is that almost every measurement we ever did with holography can now be 

extended and improved with digital holography, and we have never run out of measurements needing holography.   

The intent is to make the story both interesting and useful, especially to optical metrologists, and to contrast the 

evolution of holographic metrology with other applications. 

During a successful 50 year career in holographic metrology I have always worked with teams, and don’t claim sole 

credit for any major contribution to the field of holography. We focused on applying holography in multidisciplinary 

projects that were too complicated for any one individual or discipline to deal with successfully. The goal was to 

understand and measure phenomena that had evaded scientists before by using a completely new and powerful tool. 

Without teamwork nothing useful would have happened. Much like successful brainstorming sessions, the most 

successful projects were those where every member of the team truly believed that his contribution was the most 

critical for success; they were all right, and it took me years to understand how this works, how it supports 

continuing success, and to strive for it.  

The field of holography was born and grew up in an era before email, internet, simple, low cost communication, and 

fast information dissemination. Many different holography communities working in different fields with little or no 

communication between them resulted in many different histories, with each community creating its own forums, 

knowledge base, publications, and heroes, largely unknown for a long time by the other communities. At least two 

excellent, large books dedicated to the history of holography are available [1,2] as are others that cover special areas 

[3]. They provide far more details and references than I can provide here; this is not about history. There are 

thousands of holographic heroes, many carefully itemized in available books, and I will mention a few that fit into 



my story and not mention many others. Available books also fail to recognize many important events, stories, and 

heroes, including some mentioned here.    

Lasers and modern holography were invented in the early 1960’s creating an explosion in the field of optics. I was a 

physics student at the University of Tennessee, perfectly timed for a career in optical metrology. As a university co-

op student, apprenticeship in a metrology group at the USAF Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) 

surrounded me with excitement for new optical metrology opportunities in aerospace. Identifying and developing 

them became my career.  

During the next 50 years many applications of holography have both thrived and died. Knowing most of the 

holography heroes has provided clues and insights into sometimes trivial reasons, random events, and arbitrary 

decisions that led to failures or abandonment.  A few, like holographic security, were fully integrated into society; 

most were not. Some, oversold, failed to meet expectations, while some were too complicated for general use. 

Others could not compete, never got accepted, or were impractical for general use. In many cases, as methods 

approached maturity or abandonment, new technology revitalized them, and this cycle continues today. For 

example, as analogue holographic metrology became stalled and abandoned because of its limitations and 

competition, digital holography and the marriage of optics and electronics emerged producing what may be the most 

powerful technical form of holography yet, breathing new life into all of the applications.   

The paper focuses on engineering and scientific measurements using holography, with references to holographic art, 

security, advertising and display are useful for comparison. Particle field holography is used as an example of an 

evolving application that continues to thrive, grow, and regenerate with each new technological advance.  

2. An Early Death and Revival 

As every reader knows, Dennis Gabor invented and named holograms in 1947[4]. With a lot going against Gabor 

holography, such as lack of coherent light and overlapping conjugate images, he developed some interesting theory, 

found little practical use for it, and abandoned it to a 15 year near death state, with a few largely academic 

enthusiasts continuing to nurture it. He gave it up too soon.  When Emmett Leith and Juris Upatinieks
 
[5] brought 

holography back to life, some of those early enthusiasts became important contributors. Leith and Upatinieks didn’t 

wait for the laser to lay the groundwork for modern (off axis) holography; however, when it arrived, they were 

immediately ready to exploit it by borrowing a laser for the breakthrough. Nor did Yuri Denisyuk in Russia wait. 

Unaware of Gabor’s work, he independently created a white light reflection variation of holography without lasers. 

When lasers appeared, Denisyuk produced amazing holograms that were easy to view with white light. Holography 

exploded because of the striking 3-D images they created, something no one had ever seen or even imagined before.  

A few years passed before Gabor got back into the game, and except for winning the Nobel Prize, he never caught 

up with the pack and contributed little more to the field.   

The new holograms excited many people with promises of fame and glory fostering many diverse holography 

communities in a short time. Much like a gold rush, hundreds of people around the world became holographic gold 

diggers, making holograms, discovering new possibilities and phenomena. Two things were on every holographer’s 

bucket list, 1) be the first to demonstrate some new form or application of holography and 2) have a photo shoot 

with Leith, Denisyuk, or Gabor.  These were considered to elevate one’s status, even though both were easy to 

achieve. There were thousands of not-yet-done applications and variations of holography and the three gentlemen 

were very friendly, accommodating, and ever present at many conferences featuring holography. It was a turkey 

shoot.  Every competent holographer was first to do something (or at least thought he was first), some accidentally 

and some deliberately.  

Although Denisyuk appears to be the first with white light reflection holography, a number of holographers 

independently discovered it as well as holographic interferometry, rainbow holography, and other new phenomena 

because these things just occurred when you made a lot of holograms. Many such “discoveries” were simply 



overlooked or disregarded by impatient investigators not paying attention.  Some saw unexplained phenomena, but 

were more interested in 3D images, and passed over things like holographic interferometry. Upatneiks inadvertently 

observed white light image reconstruction while carrying a hologram in bright sunlight, but concluded it was too 

dim to be useful. Denisyuk, who persisted, was better prepared to understand and exploit the kind of coherent light 

lasers provided. His holograms were so good, they were used for museum archival and cloning. Today they are 

known as opto-clones. 

Most holographers learned three important lessons during this period.  1. If you want to do something first, don’t 

wait on the availability of the hardware, technology, and theory that make it easy; 2. Doing something first with 

holography doesn’t make you famous; (3) Having a photo shoot with a famous person doesn’t either.  Outside 

holography’s relatively tiny communities the rest of the world will remember only Gabor, and to a lesser extent, 

Leith, and Denisyuk.  Another important lesson to be learned from this is to keep one’s eyes open for the unexpected 

and don’t give up before understanding it.  

Holography the associated Fourier optics produced new ways of thinking about optical information, its description, 

filtering, processing, and storage influencing the entire field of optics, not just holograms. In addition, holography 

provided new ways of thinking about the universe, black holes, and virtual reality. 

 

Figure 1.  Two things on every holographer’s bucket list: 1) be the first to demonstrate some new form or 

application of holography and 2) have a photo shoot with Leith, Denisyuk, or Gabor.  Since there were 

thousands of not-yet-done applications, and the gentlemen were friendly, accommodating, and ever present at 

holography conferences, these were easily fulfilled. 

 

Holography-The Great Panacea.   

By 1970 holography was being pitched as a savior in almost every existing industry, and engineering and research 

centers around the world looked to holography for new capabilities and solutions.  In 1971, as a consultant to 

NATO, I travelled to the major aerodynamics test centers in NATO countries to report on the use of lasers, including 

holography, in aerodynamic test facilities [18]. Almost all of them were already employing holographic 

interferometry of some kind. (Today, I could do the same research, sitting at my desk using email and internet). In 

other technical areas, engineers and scientists published holographic methods to measure, store information, 

optically compute, display, locate flaws and weak sites in paintings and sculpture, and provide virtual reality. 

Inspectors applied it to identification, testing and authentication. The security industry looked at holography for a 

foolproof anti counterfeiting solution.  The medical industry was promised a method to practice operations on a life 



like image. The military industry examined how holograms could be used to support war making.  Many universities 

began teaching holography classes and started holography curriculums. 

Artists imagined holographic art as a hot new medium with limitless possibilities for painting and sculpting with 

light. Their community faced problems like making holograms on an artist’s budget. They solved it with sandbox 

holography.  Their larger problem of being rejected by the art community still exists. The entertainment industry 

explored 3D holographic movies, TV, toys, and games and video recording, while the fashion community pitched 

holography as a golden source for a novel jewelry and clothes. The advertising industry was pitched holography as 

the golden child for point of sales advertising.  The publishing industry released new holography journals to cover 

the action, and museums emerged everywhere to show this marvel to the public.  

3.  Journey from a Table Top to a Space Ship 

Apparently, the first practical use of holography in metrology was 3D particle field holography. The first pulsed 

lasers were not very coherent, CW lasers were not very powerful, both were expensive, and consequently, good 

coherent sources were still unavailable. Even though Gabor holography was troubled by the overlapping conjugate 

images, Brian Thompson and his team [6] recognized and exploited an exception to this limitation, Fraunhofer 

holography, which was perfect for capturing 3D images of particle fields. They developed what is possibly the first 

practical application of Gabor’s original hologram using Fraunhofer holography for 3D particle field 

characterization and called it “ Particle Disdrometer [7]”. Not waiting on lasers or off-axis holography, they were 

ready to exploit them when they became available. At AEDC, we began looking for laser and holography 

applications in the mid 1960’s, and identified many requirements for characterizing particle fields; this was a good 

place to start using holography.   

Because available lasers were untried and expensive, many early measurements were made with homemade lasers. 

Ralph Wuerker and his team at TRW, not waiting on the development of a good ruby laser, built their own and 

created an ingenious way to accommodate poor coherence. Their optical configuration split each ray in the laser 

beam into object and reference rays that came back together after traveling the same distance to the hologram, thus 

producing almost perfect holograms. With nanosecond, Q-switched pulses they produced spectacular 3D 

holographic images of projectiles, explosions, and sprays.  In these experiments they accidentally and independently 

discovered another very useful form of holographic interferometry when the laser unpredictably double pulsed, a 

common problem with early ruby lasers.  Other pulsed holography investigators didn’t wait either. John Webster 

working with JK Lasers produced improved ruby lasers for holographic NDT in U.K. nuclear plants. His lasers 

worked for holographic art bring about his involvement with the art community. He was possibly the first scientist to 

provide artists enthusiastic access to pulsed laser holography.  

Like most holographers, I began by making holograms of chess pieces and Plexiglas objects with a helium neon 

laser on a homemade stable table. We purchased our first ruby laser for holography directly from Ted Maiman at 

Korad Corporation. To my later embarrassment, when I first met with him, I thought of him as a laser salesman, not 

the father of the laser itself.  Living inside a history provides a completely different perspective from looking back at 

history. 

Measurement methods are almost always developed and tested first in clean, quiet, controllable, cooperative 

laboratory environments where it is easiest.  Unforeseen problems and failure mechanisms show up when fielding a 

metrology system where the environment may be dirty, noisy, uncontrollable, and uncooperative. Solving or 

compensating for such challenges are the key to success in most metrology applications.  Because a laser is also an 

extremely sensitive interferometer, holocameras always work well in our laboratories and usually fail quickly in 

their intended end use until the unknowns are identified. The most troublesome problems are the things you don’t 

know you don’t know. 



From a Bench into the Field. The first measurements of particle fields in spraying systems, fuel injectors, and 

sprinklers on a bench at AEDC were successful. After that, we never ran out of particle field diagnostics problems 

best solvable with holography, though problems and measurements continued to get more sophisticated and 

challenging. AEDC engineers were also interested in measuring 3D velocity fields in fluid flows with holography. 

To achieve this we employed double pulsing holography to measure tracer particle velocity, inadvertently inventing 

holographic particle image velocimetry [8] (HPIV) 25 years before conventional PIV became a thing [9]. With 

double pulsing, we inadvertently created holographic interferograms, some of which became very useful. The 

fortuitous phase shifting between pulses also produced a primitive form of phase shifting interferometry, which 

often provided added sensitivity and noise reduction. Adding holographic non destructive testing was a natural.  

(Part of the AEDC laser metrology team was also developing laser Doppler measurement instrumentation and laser 

spectroscopy, pushing the limits on optics and electronics). 

Applications moved to rocket test facilities, wind tunnels, impact ranges, and gun ranges. Figure 2 illustrates such an 

application. In this figure a spray nozzle generates a particle field in various stages that nozzle designers must 

understand and control. Double pulsed holography allows a 3D analysis of the spray particles ligaments, dynamics, 

velocity, and mechanisms. One hologram represents many thousands of individual, high resolution, differently 

focused photographs.  

 

Figure 2. Holography of conical spraying systems. Particle size and velocity distributions were measured, 

ligament formation and break up were studied in 3D. The two photographs on the left are focused at two 

different depths in the spray. 

Unlike most of the other holography communities, holographic metrologists quickly shared and publicized 

techniques and tricks. No one in the metrology community seemed to be impeded by patent wars, which became 

common in other communities. Using Wuerker’s methods we examined aerodynamic flows with holographic 

interferometry and schlieren, and when Korad, Apollo, and Holobeam improved ruby lasers with etalons, filters, and 

amplifiers, they became part of our team, allowing users to try them before commercializing. Evolving applications 

of particle and flow diagnostic holography were based on in-house ideas, published research, and open information 



exchange between researchers. Some were developed and applied before discovering their use elsewhere and some 

appear to have originated at AEDC, Spectron Development Laboratories, Inc, MetroLaser, Inc., and customer 

laboratories. A few examples include holographic schlieren [10] and color schlieren [11], holographic phase shift 

interferometry [12, 13], multiple wavelength holographic interferometry [14], digital holographic flow diagnostics 

[15], dual plate thermoplastic holographic interferometry [16], Resonant Holographic Interferometry Spectroscopy 

(RHIS), and optically smart surfaces[17]. Most of these worked well, provided solutions to specific problems, and 

was eventually abandoned.  

Of the many creative engineers at AEDC, SPIE Fellow, Joe O’Hare, stands out as one of the most creative and 

skilled optical engineers I ever met. He was interested in holography almost from the day it was first publicized. 

While knowing little about what other holographers were doing elsewhere in wind tunnels, his expertise in high 

speed photography and wind tunnel instrumentation combined with his curious, adventuresome nature led to a wide 

range of new holographic particle and flow diagnostics developments including holographic interferometry, 

schlieren, and movies, all during a period of about five years.  

In the beginning, ruby lasers were big, bulky, extremely sensitive to misalignment, and weighed hundreds of 

pounds.  Many applications required a small, portable, robust, lightweight, coherent ruby laser that could be moved 

easily and work in airborne applications and in space. Holobeam scientists helped us miniaturize and stabilize a 

coherent system with invar structure, small capacitors, and mode selectors producing a robust ruby laser that worked 

in almost any environment. Ten years later, YAG lasers would fill this requirement and today, diode and fiber lasers 

open new doors. Ruby laser holography is almost non-existent today. 

Hypervelocity Particle Holography.  An example wind tunnel application is a problem faced by the US Air Force 

Space and Missiles Systems Agency (SAMSO). When a missile reentered the atmosphere, shielding that was 

supposed to protect the nose tip could suddenly erode at a much faster rate than predicted by models, especially in 

cloudy weather and particle laden atmospheres. Something unusual was taking place that defied all models. 

Photography had failed to find the answer. To study the phenomena holographically in hypersonic wind tunnels 

required a nonexistent double pulsing laser with sub microsecond pulse separation. By inserting a double aperture in 

the laser cavity and separately Q switching the two resulting cavities produced a double barreled laser with arbitrary 

pulse separation. Figure 3 shows an in-line hologram of a hypervelocity particle field impacting a nose cone. 

Particles rebounding from the surface interact with the bow shock, creating a turbulent flow, which enhances heat 

transfer to the surface resulting in augmented erosion, a newly discovered phenomenon. Holography had produced 

both an answer to a troubling problem and a new missile defense concept. This system found application in many 

high speed events.  



 

4. In-line, double pulsed hologram of a hypersonic particle   b) Reconstructed image of a particle rebounding 

flow impinging on a nose cone.     from a  surface and distorting the bow shock 

Figure 3. Hypervelocity particle field analysis. Discovery of augmented heating in particle laden hypersonic 

flows. Particles rebounding from the surface distort the bow shock generating turbulence that increases heat 

transfer to the surface.  

Combustion Diagnostics.  Measurement requirements in the science of combustion were addressed by holography 

in many laboratories around the world. Combustion was one of the many applications used at AEDC, including the 

first holograms in a windowed diesel engine [19].  In the mid 1980’s we marketed the holocamera shown in Figure 4 

for combustion diagnostics and related applications. The system was easily portable and robust with the reference 

wave contained inside the housing. It was a proud day when University of Michigan, where modern holography 

began, purchased one of these systems from us. Teaming with Apollo Lasers, we delivered such a system to a 

combustion company in China, years before anyone went to China on vacation.  

New lasers and electronics have kept this application alive today, solving much more complex problems with 

advanced holography systems. The current version of this application is in service in a joint study with the 

University of California at Irvine, performing gated femtosecond digital holography to see through dense sprays. By 

recording only the (almost) ballistic photons passing through a dense spray in holograms, we can are able to see 

ligaments and particles inside an almost opaque field, since multiply scattered photons can be gated out.  



 

Figure 4. Holocamera for combustion diagnostics. We had managed to shrink the size of the system and 

enclose the reference wave inside. It was a proud day when University of Michigan, where modern 

holography began, purchased one of these systems from us.  

Bombs and Bullets.  Armed with more robust hardware, applications moved to even harsher environments to solve 

many problems where 3D imaging and interferometry were needed, such as blast ranges in and out doors,. Figure 5 

is variation of holocamera for examining impacts and explosions. In this example we look at both the surface and 

the debris leaving the target.  

 

Figure 5-Holocamera for analyzing impacts and explosions 

Explosions cause severe damage with shrapnel and glass shards from windows shattered by shock waves. Shrapnel 

size, velocity and trajectories were tracked in 3D to help with model development. Figure 6 shows one plane of the 



glass shard field from an impact with a glass window. Figure 7 shows similar data from shrapnel striking a liquid 

container. After predictive models were completed and validated measurements were no long required. This is the 

case in many such applications. 

 

Figure 6-One image plane extracted from a hologram image of glass shard field created by an impact with a 

glass window. A piece of shrapnel pierces a glass window (left) producing a glass shard field captured in a 

hologram. By scanning the reconstructed 3D shard field, high resolution images are visible (right) 

  

Figure 7-Effect on liquid container struck by a piece of schapnel. Liquid container (left) is struck by shrapnel 

(center) producing a particle field which is captured in a hologram. By scanning the reconstructed 3D field, 

microscopic images of  resulting particles are observable (right).  

Applications continued to get more challenging. Over a period of two years we operated a holocamera in the field of 

a FAE bomb in the the desert at the China Lake Navy Weapons Laboratory to analyze fuel cloud mechanics 

(Figure8).  

 



  

Figure 8. Holocamera for particle diagnostics in Fuel Atmosphere Explosives (FAE) Bombs 

We shoved these systems into fiber and rock wool machines to improve production. We examined coal particle, 

black powder, and liquid fuel combusting. There seemed to be no end to the need for measurement of particles and 

ligaments in sometimes bizarre places. The laser was powerful enough to allow holography of large objects, so we 

tested it on large structures such as water towers and bridges to measure earthquake effects. 

In the early 1980’s we took on weather studies and prepared for going airborne. Teaming with the University of 

Wyoming we fielded the system at their Elk Mountain Weather Observatory for cloud particle studies. This was one 

of the most challenging environments yet. Just getting the equipment up the mountain required several different 

vehicle changes ending with a Tucker Sno Cat (Figure.9) 

Holocamera 



 

Figure 9. Fielding a holocamera for cloud measurements at University of Wyoming Elk Mountain Weather 

Laboratory. Transporting the holocamera to the weather station at 11000 foot altitude required a Sno-Cat 

(top left). At the laboratory, the system (bottom left) was deployed on an elevated platform (top right). 

Making everything work at -60 F in freezing weather at an altitude of 11,000 feet after a rough 12 hour transport 

pushed the limits.  The pump in the laser cooler, now using pure alcohol, was the first thing to fail. Fortunately, the 

laboratory was equipped with an aquarium, whose pump sufficed, so we borrowed it for the remainder of that 

experiment. The fish managed until a replacement was made.  This system recorded snow flake and ice crystal data 

during several experiments in two seasons and was eventually used by other weather researchers. I learned how 

beautiful water can be. Figure 10 shows a few individual images of crystals extracted from thousands of holograms 

recorded during the experiments. 
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Figure 10- Sample of ice crystal images extracted from holograms.  

Going Airborne.  Aircraft instrumentation for cloud studies were in demand, presenting new problems, including 

increasing complexity of administrative, safety, and compliance issues. The first candidate was a USAF WB-57, 

high altitude weather aircraft. We spent a year developing and testing a new design under simulated temperature and 

pressure conditions using a large vacuum chamber. Since high voltage electronics will not function at the planned 

altitudes, the entire system was sealed in a box. Everything had to function at temperatures below -80F, including 

lubricants, film, and coolants. The system was completely automated and operated by a pilot with an off and on 

switch. Figure 11 shows the transmitter and receiver probes projecting through the radome, providing a sample 

volume 2”x6”. Keeping the windows fog free was one of the major challenges eventually satisfied by filling the 

probes with dry nitrogen.  



 

Figure 11-Holocamera installation in the radome of a WB-57 high altitude weather aircraft, possibly the first 

airborne holocamera for cloud study. 

The system was first operated in flight at Anderson AF Base, Guam.  Within days after arriving the entire island lay 

directly in the path of an oncoming typhoon. We were informed that if the typhoon continued in that path, all planes 

on the island would have to leave. Asked if we could just put the plane in a hangar, our pilot’s solemn response was 

“If this typhoon is a direct hit, those hangars will be flat on the ground.” Fortunately, the typhoon diverted and we 

survived a tropical storm instead, losing only a few days and a little sleep.  The system produced thousands of 

holograms at altitudes up to 40Kft, recording beautiful ice crystal images of a wide variety. Images were similar to 

those seen at Elk Mountain with many additional crystal habits observed. The system produced crystal habit and 

number density measurement at varying altitudes, parameters needed for modeling[20].  The final stop would be 

measuring over the Kwajalein Missile range in the Marshal Islands. Before that could happen, the US Air Force 

decommissioned all WB57 aircraft, grounding our platform. It took another year to find and fit a suitable 

replacement. 

The new platform was a Cessna Citation, equipped with almost the same holocamera with the probes installed in a 

side window, protruding through the aircraft boundary layer as shown in Figure 12. For this location airfoils were 

required to enable a smooth flow between the probes. This configuration was flown over the Kwajalein Missile 

Range to characterize clouds for weeks to collect more data for models and for preparation for a missile launch. 

Unfortunately, during the actual missile test, the film transport system failed. With this the airborne effort came to 

an untimely end. 
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Figure 12-Holocamera installation in a Cessna Citation. 

Moving to Space. The first USA plan to deploy holography in space was in the Space Shuttle Bay laboratory, 

Spacelab 3 contracted to TRW Systems with Ralph Weurker assigned to design the system. Percy Hildebrand and I 

were tasked to conduct a complete theoretical analysis and evaluation of his design [21] and to suggest 

modifications to improve system capabilities. Eventually, NASA completed the construction, assembly and testing 

in house at MSFC with William Witherow supervising the optical design. The NASA principal investigator, 

Professor Ravindra Lal, asked me to join his team, beginning a ten year series of three spaceflight programs 

Holocamera 
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applying holography in space, two as co-investigator and the last as principal investigator. These years produced 

some of the most exciting experiences and new appreciation of holography data of my career. Flying in the NASA 

microgravity laboratory, sometimes known as the vomit comet, provided experience with microgravity and was one 

of many such unique opportunities (Figure 14).   

 

Figure 14. Training and experiencing microgravity in the NASA’s Microgravity Laboratory “Vomit Comet” 

augmenting our ability to design spaceflight procedures and hardware. 

The spaceflight holography system was designed to enable viewing and recording fluid concentrations (density) in 

the depletion zone around a crystal growing in microgravity [22]. As the crystal grows in a gravity-free, convection 

free environment it grows in a diffusion driven process by depleting solute from the fluid. The system recorded off-

axis holograms on 70 mm roll film held flat on a vacuum platen. It also contained a knife edge schlieren system. 

Holographic interferometry measured the uniformity and concentration of solute in the depletion zone. Serendipidity 

provided unexpected and important measurement possibilities when small “rogue” crystals formed and moved 

about, enabling measurement of variations in the microgravity, known as g-jitter. This measurement was considered 

so important that for the next mission, International Microgravity Laboratory (IML-1), we added tracer particles to 

the fluid (Figure 16). Holography history is filled with serendipity and I have learned to expect it, look for it, and 

make use of it. 

In addition to a continuing study of crystal growth, IML-1 was expanded to include microconvection and g-jitter. 

Thousands of holograms of particle laden fluids in microgravity provided one of the few applications where HPIV 

was used extensively, providing fluid velocities field maps and a much better understanding of g-jitter. Figure 16 

shows one plane of a particle field distribution. When particles are in focus a bright spot is observed in their center. 

Particles that settled on the crystal face also provided a quick measure of crystal growth rate, more serendipity. 

 



 

a) Holographic imagery    b) Holographic interferometry showing movement  

and the depletion  zone around a free floating crystal 

 

Figure 15. Reconstructed image of a crystal growing in microgravity. The “rogue” crystal seen suspended to 

the left was tracked with high precision, enabling observation and measurement of g-jitter. 

 

Figure 16-Reconstructed tracer particle images in a fluid in IML-1. In-focus images have bright spot in the 

image center. 

Almost all types of holographic measurements described here have been successful in providing new information to 

many researchers, and yet most of the efforts to commercialize them on a broad scale have been abandoned. 

Companies like Newport Corporation, who led the field in holographic NDT products, had abandoned the business 

by 1995. The problems were almost always the same. 1. Holograms produced on films and plates needed special 

processing, specialized training, and support. 2. Extracting data from holograms required expertise and was more 

tedious than most users can accept.  Finding measurement problems that can be solved better with holography was 

and still is easy. Finding customers who can use such a difficult instrument routinely without expert help is difficult.  

Digital Holography-The new kid on the block.  Confusion appears to exist between different communities about 

what digital holography is.  Digital holography deals with the holographic recording and/or reconstruction of 

Free floating “rogue” Crystal 



wavefronts in discrete quantities using typically a CCD or CMOS camera or a digital device that becomes a digital 

hologram. Reconstructing wavefronts and images can be performed numerically from digitized holograms. A 

hologram can be recorded digitally with wavefront reconstruction by analogue means, or recorded by analogue 

means with wavefront reconstruction digitally, or recording and reconstruction both digitally. The recording can be 

on other media besides electronic media.  All of these are digital holography processes.  Most technically oriented 

digital holocameras record the hologram with a digital camera, store it digitally in a computer, reconstruct and 

process wavefronts in the computer, and view processed data on a TV monitor. If the reconstructed image is 3D, 

then a user can scan through it digitally in the computer and view plane by plane on the monitor.  Interestingly, 

holograms produced in digital cameras rarely exist as something you can hold in your hand. They exist as ones and 

zeros in a computer. Since the hologram is already in a computer, extracting and processing the data is much 

simpler; this greatly simplifies the major limitations of analogue holographic metrology.  Today’s high speed digital 

cameras can record many thousands of holograms per second.  Digital particle field holograms computationally 

reconstruct the 3D image and scan through it looking for the reconstructed particle images and count, size, and 

characterize particles as they come into focus.  Similarly, digital holographic interferometers record wavefronts, 

reconstruct them and interfere them all in the computer then produce interferograms or even finished data, e.g. 

contour patterns, on a monitor. Digital holograms are also produced as holographic optical elements (HOEs) on 

glass or other substrates.  Digital holography, the ultimate marriage of optics and electronics, offers great promise in 

essentially all applications of holography including art.  

Spaceflight Holography Investigation in a Virtual Apparatus (SHIVA).  The holography results of the first two 

spaceflights combined with the emergence of digital holography led to yet another spaceflight program that would 

be completely dominated by holography.  Holographic measurements are capable of supporting spaceflight fluids 

experiments of a wide range, especially those designed to observe and measure forces that are difficult to study in a 

gravitational field. One such force is called the history force.  Digital holograms produced in space could be 

transmitted electronically back to earth where they reconstruct 3D images in near real time. This would be 

equivalent to having a window in the ground based laboratory that looked directly into the test chamber in space. 

We named the program SHIVA [23], after the god that destroys the old (analogue holography) to make room for the 

new (digital holography), and I was given the role of principal investigator.  This type of diagnostics enables an 

earthbound scientist to look into the test chamber and participate directly with an experiment. Figure 17 illustrates 

the concept.  

 

Figure 17-The concept of the holographic virtual space flight chamber made possible by digital holography. 

The hologram acts like a window in the space lab experiment chamber. Digital holography places the window 

in a ground based laboratory to produce a 3D image that can be viewed on earth in near real time.  



The SHIVA ground studies, hardware, and mockup were completed and tested and scheduled for spaceflight.  The 

Discovery accident, which destroyed a space shuttle and crew, caused a two year delay.  Shortly afterwards, the 

Space Shuttle program was cancelled with all the planned experiments, including SHIVA along with it. We continue 

to search for other space applications for digital holography. Digital holography will almost certainly become a 

powerful tool for spaceflight applications. 

Digital Replaces Analogue. At MetroLaser digital holography has completely replaced analogue holography as a 

measurement tool, but the fundamental holography techniques are the same.  Almost every holography measurement 

we had made can be replaced and improved with digital holography. One of our earliest programs in digital 

holography led by James Millerd produced a commercial digital holocamera, named “PhaseCam” that became the 

foundation of 4D Technologies, a highly successful Arizona company where he is now president.  

We continue to revisit old measurement problems by integrating the latest laser, digital, and optical technology to 

form superior holographic measurement tools. Revisiting airborne holography, the airborne holocamera that once 

weighed a few hundred pounds will weigh a few pounds and will be deployable on UAVs, capable of providing 

particle size distributions in near real time while flying through clouds. It looks much like the systems illustrated 

above, except much smaller and even more rugged.  

In other areas, a new digital holographic contouring system is capable of contouring a deformable mirror at 50 kHz, 

providing precision subwavelength contours in near real time electronically [24].  Yet another digital holography 

program employs a femtosecond laser and is capable of looking through nearly opaque particle fields. The research 

in this program is the subject of a recent PhD thesis by Dr. Ali Ziaee [25]. Ziaee is probably the first to produce a 

digital particle field hologram with a femtosecond laser. It is a shame that he cannot also have a photo shoot with 

Leith or Denisyuk.  

5. The State of Other Holography Communities 
A cursory summary of the state of other holography communities today in the USA reveals some still hoping and 

some that have either died or are in a near death state. However, some follow a similar story to that described herein 

with many opportunities still visible for the future. 

1. Embossed Holography and Holographic security- appears to be the largest commercial holography success and 

multi-billion dollar holography industry to date. Practically every human in society owns some of these 

holograms. Nevertheless, it would seem with some tweaking and different management this field has room for 

growth. Digital holography has definite possibilities to offer this field.  

2. Museums: Several museums of holography have come and gone, most notably the Museums of Holography of 

New York and Chicago (There is an ongoing effort to revive the latter). Today there is no viable, stable 

museum dedicated to holography that displays the vast range of holograms and history that should be in a 

museum. The aging and disappearing first holography generation has no place to donate collections of 

holograms and artifacts. In the USA, the only glimmer of hope is the M.I.T. collection, which has been carefully 

archived but resides mostly in storage. This could wind up being one of the most disastrous missed 

opportunities yet in holography.  

3. Holographic memories: Computing at the speed of light has been touted for years, several companies have 

come and gone, and a few still make promises. Electronics continues to outrun optics commercially. No major 

commercial success or continuing effort exists. New recording materials and a blending with electronics offer 

new hope. 

4. Holography education: Schools of holography have come and gone. Holography instruction in universities has 

dwindled, though a few schools still offer courses and some are available on line.  

5. Holographic art: Although holographic art began with excitement with many hopeful beginning artists, some of 

whom were well known, like Salvador Dali, it has never been welcomed by the mainstream art community. It 

would appear that most technicians and scientists who attempted to become holographic artists did not 

understand art and failed to appreciate that artists are more likely to be turned of by science than to be 

impressed. Some holographers, especially those who were excited by the science, failed to understand why 

being a good holographer did not make one a good artist.  Holographic art shows received many legendary bad 



reviews, with critics at best calling it pop, kitsch and op-art, some refusing to call it art, and most simply 

ignoring it. Holographic art was more of a scientific invasion and the art community began to avoid it. This 

seems rather arbitrary, considering it comes from the same community who accepts pickled sharks, black 

canvases, polka dots, and I-pad drawings. The number of serious artists is dwindling. No viable consumer 

market for holographic art yet exists, and no major art museum collects holographic art. A strong core of 

enthusiasts still meets under the “Art and Display” category and a number of articulate collectors continue. Well 

attended exhibits would seem to offer more hope for this community, but it has a long way to go to be an 

accepted art form.  

6. Holographic Display: Once ubiquitous holographic advertising, baseball cards, greeting cards, cereal boxes, etc. 

are a rarity today, having been replaced by lower cost or better options. A few companies appear successful in a 

highly specialized market. Digital holography could revive holographic display. 

7. Holographic Jewelry and fashion: The cute discs containing 3D images and arrays of color made nice 

conversation pieces but were never accepted by the general public as anything more than a trinket. 

8. Holographic Portraiture: Once thought to be a major area of hologram application, few portrait studios survive 

today. A major problem in this area has always been display. New LED sources should provide a method to 

revive this hope. This could become a huge industry if managed and marketed properly. 

9. Holographic Metrology and Technology:  Several professional journals and newsletters were once dedicated to 

holography. These are now a rarity. Perhaps the holography technical community has disseminated smoothly 

into the optics community as a whole? NDE, once projected to be a huge industry, has dwindled with no major 

company offering HNDE systems. Tire testing, the biggest hope, came and went. Specialty applications 

continue to solve difficult problems. Holographic metrology research, once under study at every major test 

center in the world has diminished. Holographic speckle methods solve many new problems and have a 

promising future. Specialized measurement applications are still relatively easy to find. Digital holography and 

new lasers offer hope for revival in most of these areas.  

10. Military applications: There is considerable research in the use of HOEs and holograms to aid virtual and 

augmented reality and heads up displays. The HOE application seems alive and well.  Digital holography will 

be a key factor in future expansion.  

11. Publishing Industry: National Geographic magazine made a big hit with three hologram covers using methods 

pioneered largely by Kenneth Haines. A few other magazines and catalogues followed suit. Holograms on 

magazines are a rarity today. The Royal Photographic Society Holography Division recently published its last 

newsletter with a hologram cover after being dropped by the RPS. 

12. The False Hologram community: A difficult pill for all holographers to swallow is the routine identity theft by 

many industries who call their product holograms, when, in fact, they are not. This misappropriation of the 

word hologram apparently attempts to exploit the general excitement associated with the word.  The general 

public now widely understands any 3D image to be a hologram. Efforts to set this misappropriation straight 

have been futile and even companies who know better are beginning to call their 3D “Faux Holography” 

displays holograms.  

 

6. Conclusions  

In the forgoing, holography has been described as a field that passed through like a storm on the one hand with 

many opportunities and promises (many overblown), successes, failures, and a few major impacts on society and on 

the other hand like a gold rush with a onslaught of individuals seeking fame and glory. While the majority of the 

originally imagined applications are either dead or in a dormant state, a few are alive and well. The main messages 

are that in any field, new or old, one cannot wait on things to get easy and many opportunities still exist. Good 

scientists will find ways to apply a technology long before it becomes easy, and they are the ones best prepared to 

exploit new technologies that become available. If you want to be among the first, you must take some risks and 

unknown roads.  Also, holography provides many excellent examples why not to give up too soon in applying new 

technology. If a new technology has merits, there will be many applications for it long before it becomes easy to 

apply. Holographic Metrology, the first practical application of holography, produced a healthy technical 

community that thrived from the beginning before holography was easy and continues to thrive as new supporting 

technologies enhance capabilities and applications. Digital holography will enable holographic metrology to thrive 

well into the future by marrying optics and electronics. Many unsolved problems exist that can best be examined 

holographically.  Finally, keep your eyes and attitude wide open for useful phenomena that you were not looking 

for. Serendipity lives. 



Remembering Chandra Vikram-I was thrilled to learn I had been selected to receive the Chandra S. Vikram 

award for optical Metrology. Chandra became a close friend in 1989 when he accepted a position at the University 

of Alabama in Huntsville. We worked on many projects and new ideas together until his untimely death in 2007 at 

the age of 56. He was a brilliant scientist, prolific writer, extremely friendly and loveable man who strived to 

improve the world. He always greeted me with open arms on visits to Huntsville, inviting me into his home, with 

new ideas and excitement to share. His ability to take a new idea, give it a strong mathematical analysis, and have it 

ready for publication at lightning speed was amazing. His many publications include a widely used book on particle 

holography. His death was a great loss to the optics community. I never stopped missing visits with him and his 

family. 
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